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What’s in a form?

!e tree has appeared in art — as subject, structure, and 
symbol — from the Stone Age to the present. Besides serving 
humanity in countless practical applications, trees and their 
distinctive branching structure play a visual role as models of 
purpose and complexity, of origin and evolution, of causation 
and consequence.

Trees "gure fundamentally in our mental map of the world. 
It is easy to forget that a metaphor is being invoked when 
one hears that a river, a road, a drawn line, or a family history 
“branches,” or that one problem is “rooted” in another.

In nature, branching forms are created by laws of chance 
wherever energy pushes its way through a matrix: lightning 
splits the air, roots seek groundwater, a river system carves its 
way to the sea. Branches take shape by design, on the other 
hand, in the "eld of information graphics. !ere, in formats 
such as family trees and decision charts, splitting paths signify 
causes and e#ects, an event and its rami"cations.

Between these extremes, the organic and the schematic, 
trees arise constantly in the broad realm of art. Branching 
forms serve the artist on many levels, from the mythic to the 
decorative and from the literal to the conceptual.

!e objects in this exhibition are drawn from throughout 
the Museum’s collection. Widely varied in method, geographic 
origin, and sensibility, they trace the deep and global inher-
ence of trees in visual imagination and suggest how far the 
human mind can branch out while remaining rooted in the 
observation of nature.

Joel Smith
Peter C. Bunnell Curator of Photography
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What’s in a form?

!e shapes of its leaves, its silhouette, its roots and branches —
all are visual clues that can be used to tell one tree from 
another. It’s not so hard. We can learn to identify a Balsam 
Fir, a Red Spruce, a Basswood or describe it as Evergreen, 
Deciduous, or Conifer and although their shapes vary, they do 
so within fairly tight limits. Still, no two trees are ever exactly 
the same — each one, even of the same species and age, is a 
speci"c compromise between the genetic branching pattern 
that tells it how to grow and the environment in which it 
does. 

A tree’s form can be read. And when you do, you imme-
diately see not only its current shape, but also its underlying 
structure — a recursive program that instructs each branch to 
split into two, every time slimmer than the one before. !is 
code comes before the "rst leaf appears and it runs inde"-
nitely, forming and reforming the tree. When you see it now, 
you also know it will soon be di#erent. Of course, all living 
things work this way, but the tree is a particularly vivid case. 
It is a perfect visual synthesis of process and product. Both are 
clearly legible, mixed in equal proportions, indivisibly present 
at the same time and what you see in the particular patterns of 
its branches is a diagram of its growth. For all of these reasons, 
the tree is a very useful cipher for thinking about design.

In “Root & Branch,” curator Joel Smith collected a dis-
parate set of artworks and objects around the form of a tree. 
In its introduction, he describes the tree as a pervasive and 
fundamental metaphor — the road “branches,” one problem 
is “rooted” in another. But he also shows how the tree is a tool. 
!e grouping and subdivision implicit in its form can be used 
as a structuring device for organizing complex information 
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or giving static representation to a dynamic process. A tree’s 
structure implies this use: as Joel describes, its “splitting paths 
signify causes and e!ects, an event and its rami"cations.”

#en the tree is a perfect metaphor for branching, and 
at the same time that metaphor is a tool for thinking about 
branching. It is a metaphor that gets pushed into use, as a 
friend recently described. I can hardly think of a better way 
to think about graphic design. As designers, we constantly 
propose and evolve forms that are at the same time resonant 
(a metaphor) and useful (a tool). #e most successful work 
retains both of these qualities.

David Reinfurt
Instructor, Advanced Graphic Design
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What’s in a form?

!is book is the collaborative e"ort of #ve students enrolled 
in $%& '(): Advanced Graphic Design at Princeton University.

A series of linked studio assignments asked us to consider 
trees on the University campus. !ese trees come from all over, 
exhibit endless variations of form and structure and surround 
us every day. We also looked closely at the trees presented in 
“Root & Branch,” an exhibition on view at Princeton Uni-
versity Art Museum.

What follows are #ve distinct arrangements of the artworks 
presented in that show, organized as chapters and #led by 
the student’s #rst name. All of the work from the exhibition 
appears at least once in this “catalog,” and many appear more 
frequently. A cross-referenced index provides full captions.

!e result is more of a kaleidoscope than a catalog — one 
exhibition as seen through ten eyes. !e #ve resulting chap-
ters are the result of considered looking and each o"ers an 
alternate design for the material in the show.  

 “When we look at the new pattern, we know that they are 
not processes but pictures of processes. We do not regard 
them as things, as we conventionally do the objects around 
us, but as aspects of hidden movements. . . . By forging a 
link between them and the translations of the inner world 
given us by pioneering artists we will widen our perceptual 
base to include the full sweep of images of process within 
us and beyond us.”

György Kepes
!e New Landscape of Art and Science
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!e Line, Ferguson Unit, Texas, !"#$–#", 
printed !"$"

pages:  !!", !$!
Danny Lyon, American, born !"%&
Gelatin silver print
&&.& cm x '' cm
Gift of James L. Melcher; 
x!""%-!%(.!!

Estate tree with two "gures, circa !(#)
pages: %&, )), !'!, !()

Unknown British Photographer
Albumen print
album: '$.) x &).% cm.
Robert O. Dougan Collection, gift of 
Warner Communications, Inc.; 
x!"(&-'%!.!$

Family tree of the descendants of M.  
Robertson and Jane House, !"!#
pages: '*, "!, !%%, &&!
Jonathan Knight Tyson, American, 
!(%*–!"!(
Pen and colored ink with touches of 
watercolor over graphite on beige wove 
paper
sight: #'.) x )*.( cm.
Museum purchase, Felton Gibbons Fund; 
&**"-&&

Oxfordshire Oak, Banford, Fall, !""*
pages: &", #', !*%, !(%

Rodney Graham, Canadian, born !"%"
printed &**&
Gelatin silver print
%$.* x %*.' cm.
Museum purchase, Fowler McCormick, 
Class of !"&! Fund; &**"-&#

1
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Leg of a male statuette, &nd century +.,.
pages: !)', !)"

Roman, Antioch-on-the-Orontes
Medium to large-grained white marble
h. '*.$ cm., w. &!.& cm., d. &!.* cm.
Gift of the Committee for the Excavation 
of Antioch to Princeton University; 
&***-%)

Writing box with bamboo, pine, and plum 
blossom design, late !(th- early !"th-century

pages: !'*, &&(
Japanese
Lacquer
h. %.! cm., w. &!.% cm., d. &'.# cm.
Bequest of Iris Janes; y!"()-)# a-f

-e lid of this writer’s box features three 
trees known in East Asian iconography 
as the Scholar’s -ree Friends of Winter. 
Plum trees bloom when snow is still on 
the ground; the pine remains green all year 
long; and bamboo, hollow and receptive, 
exempli.es the character of a humble 
scholar.

Lacquer itself is derived from a tree 
product: the rash-inducing, poison ivy-like 
sap of the lacquer tree (Toxicodendron 
vernici#uum). Cured sap is brushed onto a 
wooden base in successive thin coats; gold 
powder is applied before the surface dries.

Tyrrhenian amphora, circa )#*–))* /0
pages: !'), &'!

Greek, Attic, attributed to the Guglielmi 
Painter
Ceramic
h. %!.% cm, diam. &%.' cm.
Museum purchase, Carl Otto von 
Kienbusch Jr. Memorial Collection Fund; 
&**!-&!(

In a scene on this amphora, the hero 
Herakles tackles the eleventh labor 
assigned to him by Athena: stealing 
the Golden Apples from the Garden of 
the Hesperides. As Atlas holds up the 
heavens and the owl of Athena looks 
on, Herakles prepares to slay the serpent 
Ladon, who guards the fruit. -e painter 
has economically combined the squirming 
body of “hundred-headed Ladon” with the 
branches of the tree itself.

In classical stone statuary, the tree trunks 
that often appear at the feet of standing 
.gures are structural props: without them, 
two-legged .gures in marble are liable 
to fall over or break at the ankles. In this 
case, the tree might also have served to 
identify the subject. -e arrangement of 
the feet and the oval shape of the plinth 
match those in a complete .gure in the 
collection of Berlin’s Altes Museum. -e 
Berlin statuette represents Silvanus, a 
Roman deity of woods and .elds, who 
was tasked with policing the pastoral 
boundaries that property owners planted 
with trees and hedgerows.

6
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Tree of Heaven hanging oil lamp,  
!%th–!)th century 

pages: !!*, &!(
Late East Javanese
Bronze
h. &!.$ cm., w. !(.$ cm., d. !(.) cm.
Gift of Mitchell Wolfson Jr., Class of !"#'; 
!"")-!($

Bamboo, Trees, and Rocks from an album of 
Flowers, Landscapes, and Vegetables, !#$%

pages: !!#, &&#
Chinese, Qing dynasty, !#%%–!"!&, Yun 
Shouping, !#''–!#"*
Album leaf; ink on paper
Leaf: $%.% x #) cm.
Gift of David L. Elliott; y!"$)-&" d

-e ovoid pan of this bronze lamp is 
pinched at each end and divided across 
the center by a barrier that forms two oil 
reservoirs, in which wicks were placed. 
A pyramidal base rises at the center to 
support a bowed tree with a climber. At 
the base of the tree are two birds and an 
ox. Floral scrolls spring from each end of 
the barrier and curve to connect with the 
tree and climber, creating a screen with a 
trefoil outline. -e lamp originally hung 
from a chain attached to the swiveling 
hanger and knob at top. Palmette-like 
appliqués and spiral .nials adorn the 
scrolls. -e climbing .gure may be 
related to similar .gures who climb 1oral 
scrolls toward a man and woman riding 
quadrupeds, a theme that is depicted on 
other bronze lamps of this period. -e 
design of this lamp may also represent a 
.gure climbing the “tree of heaven” and 
reaching for the elixir of immortality.

East Asian canons of literature and visual 
representation enjoy a closer relationship 
than do their Western counterparts. 
Chinese writing and painting share 
a material and stylistic basis in the 
brushstroke, the visible building block of 
written and drawn .gures alike. -e foliage 
of each tree species in Yun Shouping’s 
painting is the product of a distinct 
handwriting, in which related and repeating 
strokes describe a characteristic life-form.

Fragment with tree, early #th century /.0.
pages: !!', !"(

East Greek
Bronze
h. %.) cm., w. &." cm.
Museum purchase, Fowler McCormick, 
Class of !"&! Fund; !"""-&)$.!"

-is fragment of incised bronze appears 
to represent the trunk and limbs of a stout 
tree. -ough the image is simple enough 
to invite other readings (it could, for 
example, be a map of a river or irrigation 
system), the tree reading is corroborated 
by the excavation of other fragments 
that include human .gures of roughly 
proportionate scale.

Eccentric #int with pro"les of K’awiil,  
the lightning god, +.,. #**–(**

pages: !%&, &&*
Late Classic, Maya
Flint
h. ''.' cm., w. !).* cm., d. !.! cm.
Gift of Shelby White in honor of Gillett 
G. Gri2n; &**'-&"&

In the complex religion of the Maya, 
the god known as God K or K’awiil is 
associated with forces of nature that 
include lightning. -e god’s propagative 
nature is suggested by the branching shape 
of this elaborate piece of 1aked stone, each 
fork of which bears his distinctive facial 
silhouette.

8
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Lightning Fields $%%, &**"
pages: %*, !*!, !!!, &*'

Hiroshi Sugimoto, Japanese, born !"%(
Gelatin silver print
#*.' x %(." cm.
Museum purchase, Fowler McCormick, 
Class of !"&! Fund ; &*!*-!&'

-e branching forms in Hiroshi 
Sugimoto’s Lightning Fields series are 
drawn by electricity in photographic 
.lm. In a darkened studio, the artist 
places a large sheet of .lm on a metal 
surface; nearby, a Van de Graa3 generator 
accumulates up to %*,*** volts of power. 
Eventually, the generator unburdens 
itself and electricity surges across the 
sheet. When chemically developed, the 
.lm reveals the unpredictable path taken 
by the electrical charge. Sugimoto then 
chooses an ( x !*-inch segment of the 
.lm to cut out, enlarge, and print like a 
conventional camera negative. Here, the 
result resembles a moonlit landscape in 
which two trees stand under a sky full of 
feathery clouds.

Coral (Stylaster #abelliformis), ca. !()'
pages: %#, !'(

Louis Pierre Rousseau, French, !(!!–!($%
Salted paper print
sheet: &&.& x &'.! cm.
Museum purchase, bequest of John W. 
H. Simpson, Class of !"##, in memory of 
Wellington Hope Simpson, Class of !"'!; 
&*!&-%"

As a researcher at the Museum of 
Natural History in Paris and a founding 
member of the Société Francaise de la 
Photographie, Louis Pierre Rousseau 
contributed to Photographie zoologique, 
an un.nished series of plates that was 
intended to illustrate sixty specimens from 
the museum’s collections.

Corals are polyps, minuscule animals 
that live in colonies and secrete calcium 
carbonate to create the branching 
“skeleton” that characterizes each species. 
-is western Paci.c species of lace coral 
builds structures that branch in a single 
plane, topographically resembling a tree 
diagram on a 1at sheet of paper—or in a 
photograph—more than the volumetric 
canopy of a tree.

Untitled, !"#*
pages: %$, !*(

Jekabs Zvilna, Canadian, born Latvia, 
!"!%–!""$
Gelatin silver print
&%.! x &'.' cm.
Museum purchase, bequest of John W. 
H. Simpson, Class of !"##, in memory of 
Wellington Hope Simpson, Class of !"'!; 
&*!&-%' a-b

How do you read this image? Pictorial 
convention favors interpreting the black 
branching shapes as “.gures” and the 
white area around them as backdrop, 
or “ground.” But look again: the overall 
form of the image, in which white and 
black shapes interlock, is generated by the 
crackling pattern that pervades the white 
area. White is the active .gure here, and 
black is the ground.

-is print comes from a handmade, 
wordless book of photographs by 
Jekabs Zvilna, a scientist and amateur 
photographer in Toronto. Zvilna dedicated 
the album to educator György Kepes 
(!"*#–&**!), a committed integrator of art 
and science who, in !"%$, founded what 
became the Center for Advanced Visual 
Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.
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Tall Trees and a View of the Roman  
Campagna from Genzano, !$$'

pages: '), #$, !&!, !($
Jakob Philipp Hackert, German, !$'$–!(*#
Pen and brown ink with brush and brown 
wash over traces of black chalk, on cream 
laid paper
)*.( x '$.) cm.
Museum purchase, Felton Gibbons Fund; 
&*!!-&'

Jacob Philipp Hackert lived in Italy for 
most of his successful career as a landscape 
artist, creating souvenir views of Rome 
and the surrounding Campagna for the 
growing tourist market. As inscribed 
by Hackert, this drawing was made 
near the picturesque town of Genzano, 
about twelve miles southeast of Rome 
in the Alban Hills. -e foreground is 
dominated by a cluster of trees, which are 
rendered with the meticulous detail that 
characterizes Hackert’s rigorous landscape 
methodology, combining idealized 
composition and scienti.c observation. 
-e original owner of this drawing was a 
young English woman, Charlotte Clive 
(!$#&–!$")), who bought the work “at 
Naples of Mr. Hackert” during a visit to 
Italy with her brother in !$($–((.

Ichikawa Ebijuro II as Kino Haseo, 
Nakamura Utaemon III as Kujaku Saburo, 
and Fujikawa Tomokichi II as Princess 
Kobai

pages: !*$, &!*
Japanese, Edo period, !#**–!(#(, 
Shunkosai Hokushu, active !(!*–!('& 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper
'#.# x &).& cm.
Museum purchase, Anne van Biema 
Collection Fund; &*!!-"! a-c

Apollo and Daphne
pages: !%$, !)#, &*(

Attributed to Andrea Schiavone, Italian, 
ca. !)!*–!)#' 
Tempera on wood panel
!( x '".( cm.
Gift of A. Rchard Turner, Class of !")); 
!""$-%"!

Edith Sitwell, ca. !"&)
pages: !", !)!, !)(, &!%

Cecil Beaton, British, !"*%–!"(* 
Gelatin silver print
sheet: %).% x &)." cm.
Gift of Remak Ramsay, Class of !")(; 
&*!!-!$$
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Mountain maple (Acer spicatum)
page: !%#

Unknown Photographer
Cyanotype and plant specimen
'#.( x &#.$ cm.
Museum purchase, bequest of John W. 
H. Simpson, Class of !"##, in memory of 
Wellington Hope Simpson, Class of !"'!; 
&*!&-&)

Allium ostrowskianum (Ornamental Onion), 
before !"&", printed !"$)

pages: %!, "), !&(, !""
Karl Blossfeldt, German, !(#)–!"'&
Gelatin silver print
%&." x '&.% cm.
Museum purchase, anonymous gift; 
x!""&-&') g

!e Tree %, Martha’s Vineyard, !"$! 
pages: &*, !%'

Aaron Siskind, American, !"*'–!""!
Gelatin silver print
').% x &$.( cm.
Gift of Robert Menschel; x!"$(-)'

Cypress, Point Lobos, !"&"
pages: !$, !%", !$(

Edward Weston, American, !((#–!")( 
Gelatin silver print
!".& x &'." cm.
Museum purchase, anonymous gift; 
x!""'-!)'
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Maple and Birch Trunks and Oak Leaves, 
Passaconaway Road, New Hampshire, !")# 

pages: $!, !!$, !('
Eliot Furness Porter, American, !"*!–!""*
Dye transfer print
&$.% x &!.! cm
Gift of artist; x!"(%-&'"

Saint-Cloud, !"&%
pages: !#, $), !'%, !)$, !$"

Eugène Atget, French, !()$–!"&$ 
Albumen print
!$ x &&.! cm.
Museum purchase, gift of the Friends of 
the Princeton University Art Museum in 
honor of Peter C. Bunnel; &**%-&$(

Pine Tree, !(#(
pages: '!, #), !*), !("

Charles Herbert Moore, American, 
!(%*–!"'*
Pen and black ink with touches of 
graphite on tan board
#'.$ x )*.$ cm.
Gift of Miss Elizabeth Huntington 
Moore, the artist’s daughter; x!")!-("

Nature’s Mystic Apparition of Christ, !"!%
pages: '%, !)*, !#), &*)

William C. Weidling, American, active 
!"!*s
Gelatin silver print
!%.& x ".% cm.
Museum purchase, Fowler McCormick, 
Class of !"&! Fund; &**(-!*%)
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Eleanor (Chicago), !"))
pages: )!, (!, !&%, !)(, &!'

Harry Callahan, American, !"!&–!""" 
Gelatin silver print
!&.# x !%.% cm.
Museum purchase, National Endowment 
for the Arts Grant and anonymous 
matching fund; x!"$)-!!!

Ishikawamon, Kanazawa, !"$$
pages: '(, !'&

Masahisa Fukase, Japanese, born !"'% 
Gelatin silver print
'*.# x %%." cm.
Gift of Robert Gambee, Class of !"#%; 
x!"(#-!&*

Rock Tree, !"#"
pages: &%, ($, !'#

Jerry Uelsmann, American, born !"'% 
Gelatin silver print
'&.( x &&.% cm.
Museum purchase, gift of the National 
Endowment for the Arts and an 
anonymous matching gift; x!"$)-%%

Diversi"cation and extinction in descendants 
from a common parent species 

pages: %%, !&", &!$
Engraved illustration in:
Charles Darwin, (British, !(*"–!((&)
On the Origin of Species by Means of 
Natural Selection
unfolded diagram: !".$ x &).% cm.
Published in London: John Murray, !()"
Rare Books and Special Collections, 
Princeton University Library; (#&*.&('.'

-e only chart in Charles Darwin’s 
!()" book presents eleven scenarios for 
“divergence of character from a common 
parent,” or evolution. -e vertical axis 
is time, with the present at top; each 
horizontal line, Darwin writes, represents 
“a thousand generations.” A few pages 
later, he reinterprets the chart by 
proposing that each line should instead 
stand for “a hundred million generations” 
and also for a stratum of earth, “including 
extinct remains” of past life. Darwin’s 
tree chart thus becomes a model of 
geologic time, a sectional view of the 
earth’s crust-and a hypothesis: older, often 
extinct, species will be found the deeper 
paleontologists dig.

29
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Pedigree of Mammals and Pedigree of Man
pages: %(, "', !&*, &&%

Illustrations in Ernst Haeckel (German, 
!(''–!"!")
-e evolution of man: a popular 
exposition of the principal points of 
human ontogeny and phylogeny 
&*.' x !'.' cm.
Published in New York: D. Appleton, !($"
Princeton University Library

Standard Oil ’s Birthday Chart
pages: %", !'$

Halftone reproduction of illustration by 
Rolf Klee in: Life magazine, 
January &', !")*
').# x &#.$ cm.
Private collection

!e history of abolitionism in England and 
America represented as a river map 

pages: %), !%*, !$*, &!"
Engraved illustration in:
-omas Clarkson (British, !$#*–!(%#)
-e History of the Rise, Progress, and 
Accomplishment of the Abolition of 
the African Slave-trade, by the British 
Parliament
unfolded map: &#.$ x '' cm.
Published in New York: John S. Taylor, 
!('#
Rare Books and Special Collections, 
Princeton University Library; W"&.&)#

Family Tree of Christ
pages: !&$, !#)

Woodcut illustration in:
Lorenz Faust (German, died between !))( 
and !)#()
Anatomia statuae Danielis
unfolded family tree: $!.! x &%.% cm.
Published in Leipzig: Johann Steinman, 
!)()
Rare Books and Special Collections, 
Princeton University Library; 
&**"-!$%# N

-ese pages in Ernst Haeckel’s popular 
book on human evolution feature two 
ostensibly scienti.c charts. One is 
typographic and abstract, the other an 
arboreal image. What they share is the 
pseudoscienti.c agenda of eugenics: 
each proposes a “pedigree” that describes 
humanity as the single-minded goal and 
apex of evolution, rather than as one of 
many leaves on a diverse tree of life.

-e life cycle of the evolutionary tree 
comes full circle with this chart from a 
popular weekly magazine. Here a system 
of pipes carrying petroleum (organic 
matter, transformed by time) represents 
the distribution of wealth generated by the 
Standard Oil Company. At bottom right, 
a holding basin of philanthropic projects 
collects the runo3 of the bountiful 
dynasty.

-omas Clarkson, an abolitionist of 
the !('*s, reverses the trunk-to-branch 
metaphor by rendering the antislavery 
movement in America and Britain as twin 
river systems. Each new activist from the 
seventeenth century to Clarkson’s time is 
represented as a tributary, incrementally 
swelling the waters of a growing stream 
that promises to result in a 1ood of 
freedom.

Lorenz Faust’s biblical family tree is 
a model of e2ciency at the expense 
of nuance. A line leads directly from 
Adam and Eve to Isaac, whereupon 
the tree divides into a branch of kings 
(culminating in Joseph, Mary, and Jesus) 
and a branch of high priests.

34
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Illinois, !"#%
pages: !(, $$, !!(, !#&, &!&

Kenneth Josephson, American, born !"'&
Gelatin silver print
image: !$.( x !$.) cm.
Museum purchase, bequest of John W. 
H. Simpson, Class of !"##, in memory of 
Wellington Hope Simpson, Class of !"'!; 
&*!&-#!

A Blasted Oak, !(#$
pages: &', !)&, !##, !")

Captain Morland Hutton, British, active 
!(#*s
Albumen print
!".& x &% cm.
Museum purchase, anonymous gift; 
x!""&-$&

Milk !istle, from the portfolio Meta#ora, 
!"$%–$#, printed !"(*

pages: "", !'"
Walter Chappell, American, !"&)–&***
Gelatin silver print
Museum purchase, gift of Arnold A. 
Saltzman; x!"()-"#.(

Erosion, Salton Sea, California, !")#
pages: '$, "$, !%), !$&, &**

William A. Garnett, American, !"!#–&**#
Gelatin silver print
Overall: %".& x '".! cm
Gift of David H. McAlpin, Class of !"&*; 
x!"$!-&#*

Drainage patterns carved by eons of 1ash 
1oods riddle the desert soil in William 
Garnett’s aerial view. -e great network 
of branching .gures leads downgrade to 
a shaded riverbed-part of a still-larger 
drainage pattern of which this framed 
scene is one small detail. “Fractal,” a 
term coined by mathematician Benoit 
Mendelbrot in !"$), is widely used today 
to describe “self-similar” patterns: those 
that look identical from near and far 
vantage points. -e phenomenon can 
be found by anyone seated beside an 
airplane window or in front of a computer 
equipped with Google Earth.

In nineteenth-century landscapes, the 
shattered tree appears frequently as a 
symbol of the merciless waste of nature, in 
contrast to the fruitfulness of husbanded 
land. Captain Hutton’s photograph, a 
prizewinner in an !(#$ amateur contest 
in London, compensates for its lack 
of narrative or religious content (two 
Victorian signi.ers of artistic ambition) 
through sheer vividness of detail.

Kenneth Josephson’s puzzle picture 
combines two mutually exclusive ways of 
picturing a lifetime: the branching, leafy 
silhouette of a mature tree and the annual 
growth rings that are revealed when 
a tree is cut down. One is tempted to 
assume, plausibly or not, that Josephson’s 
staged combination portrays two states 
of the same specimen-a measure of 
the suggestive power of framing and 
juxtaposition in photography.

Walter Chappell exposed each negative 
for his series Meta#ora by attaching an 
electrode to a leaf stem, then pressing the 
leaf in contact with photographic .lm. 
Electricity followed the path of least 
resistance through the leaf, exposing the 
.lm in a pattern that traces the plant’s 
system for circulating nutrients and water. 
-e series posits a chain of association 
connecting the physical laws of energy, the 
structural intelligence of living matter, and 
the human urge to create and interpret 
meaningful form.
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Daemon–Silver Maple, !"#"
pages: &!, !&&, !"$

Jane Teller, American, !"!!–!""*
Pen and black ink on white wove paper 
&!." x &(.* cm.
Museum purchase; x!"($-#(

Saint Francis Praying beneath a Tree, !#%$
pages: && !&', !##, &*%

Rembrandt van Rijn, Dutch, !#*#–!##"
Drypoint and etching
!(.! x &%.$ cm.
Gift of James H. Lockhart Jr., Class of 
!"'); x!")"-&$

!e Two Trees, Roth
pages: &(, !*#, !#$, &!)

Alvin Langdon Coburn, British, born 
United States, !((&–!"##
Photogravure
'$.) x &( cm.
Anonymous gift; x!"$)-'!

In the Forest of Fontainebleau, ca. !($% 
pages: #", !%(, !(*

Constant Alexandre Famin, French, 
!(&$–!(((
Albumen print
'!.! x &'.% cm.
Museum purchase, gift of the Florence 
Gould Foundation; x!""%-)*

In an unbroken line that resembles 
script, Jane Teller renders a facelike 
feature on the trunk of an aged tree. An 
implicit theme of her “demonic” portrait 
is mortality: surrounding the two living 
limbs are the stumps and hollows of seven 
more branches, lost to the elements by the 
time Teller drew the tree’s portrait.
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B Tree (For Alfred Barr), !"#"
pages: &$, (", !!), &&'

Claes Oldenburg, American, born 
Stockholm, !"&"
Graphite with blue pencil and white 
gouache on white wove paper
$'.) x )(.' cm.
Bequest of Margaret Scolari Barr ; 
x!"((-!%&

Xmas Tree in a Living Room, Levittown, 
NY, !"#' 

pages: '&, (', !*", !#(, &*$
Diane Arbus, American, !"&'–!"$!
Printed later by Neil Selkirk
Gelatin silver print
Museum purchase, David H. McAlpin, 
Class of !"&* Fund; x!"$)-"#.!

On Signal Hill, overlooking Long Beach, 
California, !"('

pages: &), )", !!%, !$$
Robert Adams, American, born !"'$
Gelatin silver print
)*.) x %*.) cm.
Bequest of Minor White, by exchange; 
!"""-)%

Norscot, Sandton, South Africa S&'o (&.&$) 
E(&*o ((.)(+, from the series New Trees, 
&**#

pages: &#, (), !&#, &''
Robert Voit, German, born !"#"
Chromogenic print
#&.' x )& cm.
Museum purchase, Fowler McCormick, 
Class of !"&! Fund; &*!*-#!
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Lake Park, Milwaukee, !""&, printed &**#
pages: %', )$, !!&, !#*, !"*

Lee Friedlander, American, born !"'%
Gelatin silver print
)*.( x %*.# cm.
Museum purchase in memory of C. David 
Robinson, Class of !")$, gift of his siblings 
and their families; &**(-$#

Lake Park, Milwaukee, !""&, printed &**#
pages: '", $', !'', !#!, !"!

Lee Friedlander, American, born !"'%
Gelatin silver print
)*.( x %*.# cm.
Museum purchase in memory of C. David 
Robinson, Class of !")$, gift of his siblings 
and their families; &**(-$#

Tarrytown, N.Y., !""&, printed &**(
pages: '', $", !&), !#!, !"&

Lee Friedlander, American, born !"'%
Gelatin silver print
)*.( x %*.# cm.
Museum purchase in memory of C. David 
Robinson, Class of !")$, gift of his siblings 
and their families; &**(-$"

Middlesex Falls, MA, !""&, printed &**$
Lee Friedlander, American, born !"'%

pages: '#, #!, !%!, !#&, !"'
Gelatin silver print
)*.( x %*.# cm.
Museum purchase in memory of C. David 
Robinson, Class of !")$, gift of his siblings 
and their families; &**(-$$
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-is course and its resulting publication were made possible 
with cooperation from the Princeton University Art Museum;  
with the kind support of the Andrew W. Mellon Fund for Faculty Innovation;  
and by Joel Smith, Jody Seasonwein, Cathryn Goodwin and Joe Scanlan. 


